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Having made successful tests and sea trials, the Swedish Sea Rescue Society (SSRS) has chosen to equip two series of their vessels with Zipwake Dynamic Trim Control Systems.

“The system have well proven to increase the stability as well as the maneuvering capability and we are very pleased with the performance and comfort improvements”, says Technical Director Per-Egon Persson of SSRS. Zipwake systems are being installed at the moment in boats of the “Gunnel Larsson” and “Postkodlotteri” classes.

“We are extremely proud to have received the confidence from SSRS and that they have chosen Zipwake for their fleet” says Lorentz Simonson, CEO at Zipwake AB.

This supports the fact that automatic trim control systems make a big difference also in the most harsh sea conditions and verifies the system performance and capacity.

The supply and support of Zipwake to SSRS are organized through Båtsystem AB, the Swedish Zipwake distributor.

SWEDISH SEA RESCUE SOCIETY

Swedish Sea Rescue Society have for more than 100 years had the mission to save people at sea and in distress. Today there are 69 manned sea rescue stations along the Swedish coast line and in the bigger lakes. In addition there are approx. 2000 volunteers actively participating in the various actions. In total the SSRS fleet leaves the port more than 8000 times every year which sets highest demand on the crew, vessels and equipment.

www.sjoraddning.se

ZIPWAKE

Zipwake is a new Swedish marine brand and company fully committed to the large scale enhancement of ride comfort and dynamic performance of boats. The company mission aims at designing and producing affordable fully automatic motion control systems that combines cutting-edge technology with intuitive robust design. For the second year, Zipwake exhibits at METS in Amsterdam and is this year present with the full range of products in the Swedish Pavillion, stand 09.100B.

www.zipwake.com